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The Presidents Report
A good sized contingent of 16 club members has recently returned from a tramping
expedition on the Gold Coast. It’s always good to explore new places and with air fares
being about the same price as flying to the South Island, who wouldn’t rather be on the
GC at this time of the year. Thanks to Geoff for organising and leading this challenging
undertaking. As one who has led similar trips in the past, I know that a considerable
amount of planning goes on behind the scenes to pull together such an event. Hope
you enjoy the trip report in this magazine which was a combined effort by some of those
who were there.
As you will see from this magazine and on our website, we have some new people in
various roles on the committee. Thanks guys for your offer to help. Many hands make
light work.
Last month I mentioned we had some items in storage that had not seen the light of day
for a long time, which suggests we no longer have any use for them. We were pleased
to be able to pass on a sleeping bag to Habitat for Humanity as a result of an article in
the Western Leader seeking such items to help out some of our homeless community.
We also have a couple of flies free to a good home which will otherwise be dumped.
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We are still looking for a Social Convener to ensure this enjoyable aspect of our club is
maintained. Let me know if you can help out here.
After years of planning and construction, the Waterview tunnel is finally complete. It
was good to be able to put something as unique as a preopening tunnel walk on the
program. Never to be repeated. While the tunnel has only been opened for a few days,
the change in traffic patterns has been remarkable resulting in my morning commute to
the city being halved. Long may that continue!
th

We’ve got an excellent guest speaker on the 17 with the return of Geoff Glover who
will this time talk on his latest expedition to Katmai National Park in Alaska, home to the
world’s greatest concentration of brown bears. I recommend you attend.
Who doesn’t like hot pools at this time of the year? Lynne & John have booked some
th
accommodation at the Miranda Hot Springs on Sat the 5 of Aug preceding their
Sundaytramp in the Hunuas.Shear bliss….. Contact Lynne quick before she is flooded
with enquiries. (Flooded – get it… ohh never mind).
I was contacted by Oringi (the wet weather clothing folk in Napier) this week. They have
a surplus of small raincoats going cheap if anyone is in the market for such an item.
Suitable for kids 12-16 or small adults.I can personally recommend this excellent
product which being longer that normal keeps you much dryer than most rain coats. If
interested or know of anyone/organisation who might be contact Gen at
http://www.oringi.co.nz/Products/Tramping-Rainwear. (I see the coat a recently
purchased for $340 is now available for $200. Ahhhh)
Reminder: If you would like to receive the very informative FMC magazine do let Trish
know. In an effort to not waste resources, only those who ask for it will receive it.

Peter
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Activities

16 July

Shakespear Regional Park- Tree Planting

8.30am
Fare: $5 members $10 non members
Auckland City Council - Tree Planting. For all out-door people, this
is a chance to put something back into the ground!
The last time the club helped with this tree planting was July
2015.
That time about 10 club members joined 100+ others to get a brief
description on how to correctly plant young trees. Easy digging on
the hillside, followed by tea, coffee and sausage sizzle. Some
digging equipment is provided but is best to bring your own
spades.
Public car parking at Shakespear reserve if you prefer to go directly to the planting.
Leader: Louis SegedinP: 021 43 99 00

17 July

E: louissegedin55@gmail.com

Club Night - McNeil River Bear Sanctuary

7.30pmKelstonCommunity Centre Cnr Great North Road &Awaroa
Road
Another very interesting talk by Geoff Glover from Manukau
Tramping Club who has recently been to the McNeil River State
Game Sanctuary, just north of Katmai National Park and Preserve
on the Alaska Peninsula and 250 miles southwest of Anchorage,
protects the world's largest concentration of brown bears. The
sanctuary protects about 200 square miles of wildlife habitat , and
it’s not uncommon for 20 or more brown bears to feed together at
McNeil River Falls; up to 74 have been spotted there at one time.

23 July
8.30am

North Shore – Orewa/Red Beach

Grade: Easy
Members $6Non members $11
Timing: 4 hours
Enjoy a good winter walk along the estuary.
Easier walking for winter in Orewa including part of the estuary to
Red Beach. Bring a warm jacket in case of a cool sea breeze. Café
stop after walking.
Leader:Shirley BulogP: 810 9303

E: sbulog@hotmail.com
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30 July

Fairy Falls

8.30am
Grade: Easy/Moderate
Members $3Non members $8
Timing: 3 hours
Meet as usual then a short drive to where we will park at the end of
Tawari Road.
We will walk in a clockwise direction going down Old Coach Road
Track to join the Fairy Falls Track. From there up Fairy Falls to
Goodfellow Track, then to Scenic Dr and finally back to Tawari Road.
Leader:Louis SegedinP: 021 43 99 00
louissegedin55@gmail.com

05-06 August

E:

Waharau Regional Park

Grade: Difficult
Waharau Regional Park, eastern side of Hunuas
Proceed to Miranda on Saturday afternoon/evening and spend the Saturday night at the Tourist Lodge at Miranda
and enjoy a hot swim. On Sunday we will go to Waharau (about 17 minutes drive) and start the tramp by 8.30 am.
This is an 8 hour loop tramp.
Reasonable speed and fitness
required. The first three or more
hours are uphill on an old vehicle
track to a look out and then to
ridge. Dry underfoot and beautiful
views. We then follow the ridge on
a tramping track to a hut and
lookout with views to the Sky
Tower. The trip down is through
beautiful bush, past camp sites and
shelter and a stream crossing.
Directions to Miranda. Follow State
Highway 20 and State Highway 1 to State Highway 2 in Pokeno. Take Exit 477 from State Highway 1. Continue on
State Highway 2 to Miranda. About 1 hour 11 minutes from Glen Eden.
Accommodation at Miranda Holiday Park. There is a variety available. The Tourist Lodges are backpacker type
accommodation with 1 double bed and 3 singles. These are $90 for two people. If you don't want to share then
there are studio apartments for 3 or chalets. I propose booking 2 or more Tourist Lodges.
Directions to Waharau. From Miranda head onto East Coast Road and continue straight. Waharau Regional Park is
about 1km past Pukekererku Lane and about 17 minutes from Miranda.
Please phone Lynne with enquiries.
Leaders: Lynne Flood and John Miller

P: 622 0436

E:floods@ihug.co.nz
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13 August

Cascades

8.30am
Fare: $5 members $10 non members
Grade: Easy/Moderate
Timing: 4 Hours
This is going to be an easy to moderate tramp with some climbs
around Montana Heritage trail. Meet as usual then a short 20 min
drive where we will leave from the Falls Rd car park. Circuit is 8 kms
and should take about 4 hours.

Leader:

Denise Vazey

14 August

P: 027 329 0052

E: vazey@xtra.co.nz

Club Night - Ark in the Park &Matuku

7.30pmKelstonCommunity Centre Cnr Great North Road &Awaroa Road
John Sumich, Ark Management committee representative will be
giving us an update on Ark in the Park and Matuku, which is situated
in the hills behind Bethell’s beach, this forest and wetlands sanctuary
is Forest & Bird’s second-largest reserve occupying a total of 120
hectares. The larger part of the reserve is native forest which is best
described as coastally influenced lowland broadleaf forest, with
emergent tanekaha and kaurri on ridges. Dense with fruitiung and
flowering species such as puriri, karaka, nikau, rewarewa, kowhai,
pigeonwood and mahoe, the forest is a good source for the thriving tui
and kereru populations. In all over 250 plant species have been
recorded in the forest, from perching lilies and orchids to the luxuriant
carpets of ferns and sedges the covers the forest floor.

20 August

Arataki/Kiwiana

8.30am
Grade: Easy/Moderate
Fare members $4non members $9
Timing: 3 hours
Combining several Waikatere tracks to give us a bit
of everything! Meet as usual at Glen Eden then a
short drive along Scenic Drive. Aiming to joining the
tracks around the Scenic Dr area.
After tramping we will meet again at Arataki to view
the Kiwiana exhibition. This exhibition finishes on
Sept 1 and features props from film ‘Hunt for the Wilderpeople’.
For those who haven't been to the visitors centre for a while, Arataki always has some good displays, information &
maps.
Leader:Peter Tuohy

P: 828-3274 027-438-9944 E: tait@slingshot.co.nz
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27 August

Explore Devonport

8.30am
Grade: Moderate
Fare members $5non members $10
Timing: 4-5 hours
Leader: Pam Goldie

P: 021 2146457

Meet at Glen Eden and proceed to Devonport Ferry Terminal.
We will climb Mt Victoria and explore the tunnels (bring a
torch) at North Head. Then we will walk along Cheltenham
Beach, Narrow Neck Beach and return via Ngataringa Park
and the Naval Sports Grounds and Naval Base. (Anyone
wanting to meet at Devonport Ferry Terminal please contact
the leader.) Approximate time: four to five hours including
breaks. Moderate tramp, mostly flat walking with one steep
road climb up Mt Victoria and another easier climb up North
Head.

09-10September

Anawhata Roast Dinner & Overnighter

$20 per night per person plus cost of meal TBA
Midwinter roast besides an open fire in the Alpine Sports Club Hut.
WADTC Master Chef Louis Allerby has offered his
services for another club dinner.
This will be the third year that Louis has offered his
services. Bookings are essential and formal dinner attire
(tramping gear) is required. Alcohol is not compulsory but
recommended. BYO Sunday breakfast.
There will be a moderate tramp on Sunday
morning, to keep up appearances of a
diligent tramping club.
The Alpine Sports Club Hut is only a short
walk off Anawhata Rd & sleeps 22.

.

Please contact leader with interest as
numbers required for catering.
Leader: Louis Allerby P:827 9047 021 190 6472

E: louall@xtra.co.nz

Leaders can now check various track conditions before a tramp via this link:
http://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/places-to-go/auckland/alerts
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Trip Reports
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
Henderson Valley to Te Atatu Peninsula 11 Jun Leader Pam Goldie
Just a walk in the parks of west Auckland... What could possibly go wrong?
The walk went really well, the sun was shining, the birds were
singing, the horses grazing and the parks looked sparkling and
fresh.
We stopped and had morning tea at Tui Glen and then proceeded
to Te Atatu Peninsula for lunch. After lunch a few of us decided to
follow the leader around the beach for a short cut, the sensible
group stayed on the trail. Group one tiptoed around in the mud and
then we decided that rather than continue on the now very rough
beachfront we would scramble up the bank. At no time did we think
that we would encounter such dense scrub and bush. We climbed
over tree roots, crawled through a gorse hedge and speculated
about coming out in a random garden. We came out in a park with
our scratches and scrapes to prove that we had completed a bush bash on Te Atatu Peninsula! Who would have
thought that was a possibility?
Thank you to everyone who came. You had a good workout - 18km and then a bus ride back for a well deserved
coffee at Kiwi Valley.
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><

GOLD COAST TRIP REPORT 14-25 JUNE
After months of anticipation a group of 16 club members enjoyed some tramping in a different neck
of the woods. What follows is a medley of different participant’s reports which they kindly
volunteered (?) to contribute
Most of the tramping was in the Lamington National Park west of Surfers Paradise. Established in 1915
the Lamington National Park spreads across part of the “scenic rim” of Queensland’s MacPherson Range and is
worlds apart (but only 30 km) from the glitzy skyscrapers of the Gold Coast and Pacific Ocean. Full of rich rainforest
laden with epiphytes and spiralling vines, Lamington is part of the World Heritage Site Gondwana Rainforests of
Australia. Being 1,000 metres above sea level it has a climate vastly different to that of the coast as it catches the
moisture laden winds off the Pacific creating misty tops and a cool temperate rainforest which is home to gnarled
Antarctic Beech trees, white Beech Orchids, ferns, lichens and mosses.
14 June Day 1 Wed by Peter Tuohy
Sixteen intrepid trampers gathered at Auckland airport, excited about our Ozzie adventure that awaited us. Our
adventure was slightly delayed when we sat on the runway for an hour after boarding while the ground crew dealt with
an uncooperative hold door (Jet Star – say no more!). We were greeted to a wet and dark arrival in Coolangatta and
followed our trusted leader off into the rainy night in search of our rental car depot. Paperwork sorted, we were off –
st
well the 1 van was off (faster that a Team NZ yacht). We “Oracle” did our best to keep up but in the process lost van
3 enroute to a nearby supermarket! Finally reconvened, we food shopped and then with the aid of our trusty GPS
found our way to our various accommodation. Geoff’s original booking for the main party was changed by the owner at
late notice, so we were a bit scattered around town in the end. Our little party of Denise, Louis &Peter (with Mark
having to pull out) had quite an adventure finding our way into our gated accommodation in an event that resembled
“The Great Race”. We firstly had to crack the code to get through the main gates (couldn’t manage that, so tail gated a
car that came along who had a remote to open the gates!). Visitor’s car park found, we then tracked down the foyer
and the door code, to then find the little grey box on the wall containing an envelope containing a key and parking
th
garage remote. Car park located, we then found “Tower Two” lift and eventually our 8 floor apartment – and all in the
dark! What a lovely apartment is was too. Very roomy (100m) with a large balcony overlooking a small lake and golf
course with a backdrop of the hills behind. Check it out. http://www.signatureresortliving.com.au
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15 June Day 2 Thu by Peter Tuohy
First tramp of the trip.
Box Forest Circuit – Lamington National Park.
“Boogulyahnbelehla” as the locals say in these parts – meaning have a great walk (or maybe – take a hike!).
Having put our trust in our GPS (live saver!) we left our lovely apartment headed for Canungra (you’ve got to love
those Ozzie names) where we convened with our fellow trampers who were staying at 3 different locations then
continued in convoy 80km to our destination of O’Reilly’s in the
Lamington National Park. Climbing all the way from sea level to 900
m it was pleasing to know we did not have to climb that height by
foot. Naturally the temperature and climate at that height was
considerably cooler than the coast.
Our first walk of the trip the Box Forest Circuit was considered an
intro tramp at 4.5 hours and only 11km. The trail is initially a sealed
footpath giving one a (false) sense of what to expect. In saying that,
all of the tracks we undertook were in excellent condition, wide and
of a very easy gradient of 1:10. Not sure what the locals would make
of our rough & muddy Waitakere tracks. It was a pleasure to walk in
a different environment with different fauna and flora. Creepy
crawlies that could bite you, poison you or kill you dominated the conservation. Some were so paranoid about the ticks
and leaches they did not want to sit down for lunch!
Having steadily descended into a valley from the car park, one had to wonder what the haul back out was going to be
like. The Box forest “Circuit” turned into a “there and back” tramp for our party as once we had reached the Canungra
stream our leader deemed the stream too high and swift flowing as a result of recent rain and made a wise decision
not to cross. We returned the way we had come.
As we neared the end of our tramp we took a slight detour to a tree top walk and got a different prospective of the
forest canopy. Surprizing the treat was free!
16 June Day 3 Fri by Christine Major
Binna Burra – Lower Bellbird Circuit
Damage from Cyclone Debbie had closed the Ships Stern Circuit on our original itinerary so we elected to do this
shorter walk in the same area. It was our first drive to the Binna Burra section of Lamington National Park and despite
the hour plus journey time all 3 vehicles arrived within minutes of each other – the vans having rendezvoused en route
at a lookout over a landscape of farmland and bush.
We began the Lower Bellbird Circuit sidling impressive cliffs in
light vegetation before finding ourselves craning our necks at
impossibly tall trees of many kinds including occasional hoop
pines. The sub tropical forest also abounded with strangler
figs, palms and ferns as we gradually descended into the
valley. We deviated onto part of the Ship Stern Circuit to
reach the Ballunjui falls, which tumbled from far above down a
series of steps, for morning tea.
A gradual climb rewarded us with a mighty view at the
Yangahla lookout of the forested valley encircled by cliffs with
prominent rocky features. Here a huge slab of stone projects
out over the forest below and, with no fence, several of us lay down to peer over the edge. Seated back from the drop
we ate lunch with busy ants feasting on our crumbs.
As we had gained more height we could see the reservoir and almost the distant coast from the Koolanbilba lookout
and soon after we were back at the vans.
A bit of a grey day but a dry one so we relaxed enjoying the absence of leeches. However we had not escaped pesky
Aussie pests – as we discovered back at the house - a couple of ticks had tasted kiwi hospitality.
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17 June Day 4 Sat by Denise Vasey
Warrie Circuit SpringbrookNational Park. 17km
Having arrived at our destination, Louis announced he had left his socks behind and had no option but to return to the
sanctuary of our lovely apartment for the day. He added that he had a “mighty” headache for good measure.
Springbrook is a plateau that was formed from a massive
volcanic eruption about 23 million years ago. Springbrook is
part of the Gondwana rainforest, with waterfalls, rare plants
and animals and a world heritage area. Some of the trees
are 2000 years old. Its elevation is 970 meters. We started
our walk at Canyon lookout, Boy Ull road. Mist hung in the
air and we had light drizzle to start the walk. We could see
waterfalls around the edge of the canyon.The path
gradually winds down past the many waterfalls, we even
went behind the 1st one. The rainforest is beautiful, most
unexpected. The trees are huge.Our morning tea and lunch
stops were a challenge, for fear of getting “leached”, some
of us don’t want to sit down.We were constantly on the
lookout for the little buggers on our clothes or any exposed
skin.It is a good track, there were a few trees down that we
had to climb over.
The signage was not great, as we were climbing back up to the top we got a bit “lost”. It certainly tested our memories.
The rain had set in during the walk and the view was worse when we finished, so we didn’t get any good photos. I had
to google the view.
This was my favourite walk on the trip and I would definitely do it again.
Thanks Geoff for organising our trip, Surfers Paradise was a nice break from our winter. On the winter solstice some
people were walking around in shorts and jandals!
In the evening some of us ventured into Downtown Surfers Paradise for dinner out at the local RSL, which was OK,
but nothing special. The heights and shear number of skyscrapers that occupy the coastline for miles is pretty
impressive (but understandably, not to everyone’s taste).

18 June Day 5 Sun by Peter Tuohy
Day off!
Some of us ventured to Byron Bay, a place I had not been to for 30 years. Not
so much the hippy hang out I recall from my younger days. An interesting
historical lighthouse dominates the coast line marking the Eastern most point of
mainland Australia. We returned to the Gold Coast via the coastal road through
the numerous seaside settlements that dot the coastline. The “big house”
hosted an evening BBQ which was well received.

19 June Day 6 Mon by Geoff Yates
A VERY early start (ie 5.45am for some, an hour later for others) for our
longest hike of the trip, being the Border Track in the Lamington National
Park.
I lead the Green Mountains group (Ralph and Lyndell, Ralph Fox, Jonathon
and his daughter Grace. While the weather was fine on the coast it was
very different on the McPherson Range with very strong winds and rain. At
the view points all we could see was white clouds.
On some sections of the track there was mud but the grade was good. We
had started walking at 8 am and met the other group (Louis, Denise, Peter
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T, John, Lynn, Christine, Paul and Jill at the midway point. After a
ceremonial exchange of keys and a few hugs we headed on our separate
ways with both groups exiting the forest at 3 pm - a hard walk, well done
everyone.
A long challenging day, but made much easier by the ever so easy gradient
track.

20 June Day 7 Tue by Lynne Flood
Easy expeditions today to the Coombabah Nature Reserve for a spot of koala, kangaroos & bird spotting followed by a
lovely lunch at a nearby café. I’m sure if Colin had been with us he would have said “two roo” to the pair of kangaroos
grazing on the road side as we departed.
Making use of having our own transport, we spent the afternoon exploring and were impressed with the mansions on
Sovereign Island, though they did appear very venerable to floods or a tsunami.
Coombabah Lakes Conservation Area was our rest day after the 21km
Border Track. This is a protected area of 1200 hectares of flat land,
consisting of eucalypt forest, salt marsh and mangrove swamps. We
walked down wide gravelled tracks, which were mowed either side,
presumably to keep the snakes away, amidst the eucalypt. The wind was
cool when we arrived and the kangaroos were largely sheltering from the
wind. They were all around us, however, but very still,
sitting and lying in large family groups and occasionally
leaping past. We had a really good look at them all. The
mangrove area was interesting with large trees growing
in quite deep water. We eventually saw a koala high in
the fork of a eucalypt tree. It was of course sound asleep
and hadn't moved when we checked it on the way out.
We continued down the end until hordes of mosquitos
descended on us and it was getting hot by then and
foremost. On the way back, we heard kookaburra and
more kangaroos.

thoughts of our cafe lunch were
saw another koala and lots

We also had a first hand experience of a tick, which Jill
neatly removed from Doug's
arm with tweezers. After hatching from the eggs, ticks
must eat blood at every stage
to survive. Ticks that require this many hosts can take up to 3 years to complete their full life cycle and most will die
because they don't find a host for their next feed. Ticks can feed on mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians. Most
ticks prefer to have a different host animal at each stage of their life. They find their hosts by detecting animals breath
and body odours or by sensing body heat, moisture and vibrations. Some species even recognise a shadow. Ticks
pick a place to wait by identifying well-used paths, then they wait for a host, resting on the tops of grasses and shrubs.
They can't fly or jump but many ticks wait in a position known as 'questing'. While questing, ticks hold on to leaves and
grass by their third and fourth pair of legs. They hold the front pair of legs out stretched, waiting to climb on to the host.
When a host brushes the spot where a tick is waiting, it quickly climbs aboard. Some attach quickly, others will wander
looking for places like the ear where the skin is thinner. Preparing to feed can take from 10 minutes to 2 hours. It
grasps the skin and cuts the surface, then inserts its feeding tube. Many also secrete a cement-like substance that
keeps them firmly attached during their meal. They also secrete small amounts of saliva with anaesthetic properties so
it can go unnoticed. If the tick contains a pathogen then this can be transmitted.
Making use of having our own transport, we spent the afternoon exploring and were impressed with the mansions on
Sovereign Island, though they did appear very venerable to floods or a tsunami.

21 June Day 8 Wed by Ralph Lyon
Dave’s Creek Circuit – Lamington National Park
After the Border Track day we had a relaxed day before the last of our Gold Coast tramping days. The circuit Geoff
selected was the 12 km Dave’s Creek Circuit and this proved to be an enjoyable choice on a day with mild and sunny
weather.
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After the drive up to Binna Burra we set off to begin our tramp on the Border Track which we left at 2.3kms to take a
branch track leading to three tracks including the Dave’s Creek loop.
The Dave’s Creek Circuit has apparently been rated by many people as the circuit with the most interesting vegetation
being described as having rainforest on the main range, a small Antarctic Beech forest, mixtures of rainforest and
eucalypt/casuarinas, patches of picabeen palms, mallee woodland and heath. The vegetation on the tramp did indeed
vary considerably from mature rainforest with giant trees towering up through the canopy to more open forest and
heath or scrub.
Along the first section some of the massive trees had apparently reached the end of their life and fallen so that we had
a close up view of the trunks including one where we could look down the
hollow centre of the trunk to daylight about 30 metres away. Strangely
enough there were no volunteers keen to crawl through this dark tunnel
apparently discouraged by the thought of snakes and leeches.
Not long after our morning stop in a pleasant spot beside a creek the
track progressively emerged out of the forest into the open heath or scrub
environment where there were signs that it may have been recovering
from a fire. The track although still nicely benched and gently graded was
in this section quite slippery due to a hard smooth surface on the different
soil.
After a brief diversion to Molongalee cave we continued on to the
Numinbah Lookout where it was a little like standing at the open door of a
plane as you looked down to the farmland in the Numinbah Valley far below as well as out to the mountains
surrounding the valley.
After our lunch stop in a small clearing near the lookout the track worked its way back into a more forested
environment and to our next diversion, Surprise Rock for the extensive views. At the junction with the Lower Ballunjui
Track most of us were persuaded to take a side diversion of about a kilometre to see the Ballunjui Cascade. The
surrounding bush was attractive however there was no clear view of the cascade before the stream disappeared over
a precipice.
After this diversion it was back to the Border Track for the return to Binna Burra where many of us rounded off a
relaxed and enjoyable days tramping with a cup of coffee or an icecream treat.
We were impressed with the work and quality of the tracks build in the first third of last century in Lamington and
Springbrook National Parks. All evenly graded and with relatively smooth surfaces. Although we heard some very
distinctive bird calls we were not able to sight many of the birds.
Many thanks to Geoff for the work and care he put in to sort out a selection of tracks and plan and organize the Gold
Coast trip. Thanks also to the drivers of the vehicles for their contributions.
On the trip Lyndell and I enjoyed the company of Geoff Y, Jill and Doug D, Denise V, Christine M, Lynne F, John M,
Peter S, Louis A, Paul W, Peter T, Ralph F, Jonathan P and his daughter Grace.

22 June Day 9 Thur by Peter Tuohy
For a change of pace, several people hired bikes and with the aid of a
city cycle map rode up to The Spit near Sea World for an excellent view
back to the city scape, then along the foreshore for several kilometres
in both directions. Those who went the furthest were treated to seeing a
flock of Pelicans being fed fish scraps from a local restaurant much to
the delight of the Asian crowd that had gathered.
With today being the last day together, dinner was planned at a local
Thai restaurant which also doubled as a birthday celebration for Louis.
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23 June Day 10 Fri by Peter Tuohy
While the majority headed for the airport to fly home Peter & Louis stayed on a couple of day and hired kayaks to
explore the numerous man made canals playing host to the wealth folk who enjoy the luxury of being able to moor
their launch at their door step. The kayaking went well until right near the end when in front of a group watching, we hit
a submerged sandbank and then in an effort to correct the embarrassing error and move us off the sandbar, Louis
proceeded to fall into the drink!
In the evening we were treated to a spectacular firework display directly across the lake from our apartment. The
event was the wedding of the son of the local fireworks company owner. Despite knowing the event was to
commence, we both jumped from our chairs in fright as the first boom of explosives was detonated.

24 June Day 11 Sat
Louis & Peter drove to Brisbane ( Navman now our favourite friend) and met up
with friends for lunch and an enjoyable day on the beautiful South Bank
prescient. We even took a trip on a Segway, which is a little harder than it looks,
but great fun.

25 June Day 12 Sun
Time to head home and back to reality. Sigh………………..

Thank you Geoff ... my first overseas trip with the club & it certainly won’t be the last...good memories &I’m not so
anxious about snakes now! Louis A
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
nd

Conical Peak to Dome Carpark 2

July 2017 Leader Paul Williams

This section of the Te Araroa Trail is only 12 kms long but rated as a six-hour walk. That slow average speed
indicates quite a demanding walk and I think our “Tenacious Ten” trampers would confirm they were challenged. It
was difficult to know whether the weather was for us or against. The Saturday night storm made the track very
slippery and the two streams deeper, however it kept the temperature down.
We first assembled at the Dome carpark on SH1 and then carpooled to the Govan Wilson Rd (Matakana) starting point. Our
guest walker Wayne had kindly arranged for us to park on Alan
Densem’s interesting property on Wuntok Way next to the trail.
There is quite a distance by road between the start and end of this
one-way walk so we didn’t start walking until 10:30am.
We took a side track below Conical Peak and, while the weather
was fine and clear, enjoyed lovely views over Whangateau
Harbour, Omaha Beach, Sandspit Harbour, Kawau Island,
Mahurangi River and the Barrier Islands. Then we rejoined the old
logging track until we reached the turnoff down into the Waiwhui
Valley. This section of the track is steep, slippery and required lots
of concentration. The stream crossings were handled without
incident and we exited the bush onto Waiwhui Valley Road by early afternoon.
Next was the legendary Fisher Rd which seems to be an endless climb and to me gets steeper and nastier each
time I do it. Eventually we reached a peak that afforded views over Warkworth, SH1 and even the Dome Café.
Unfortunately there was a very large hill, or two, between us and our cars. So down we went again, slipping and
sliding through scrubby vegetation until we reached more native forest, then we climbed again until we reached
the trig station on top of the Dome. By now the weather was worsening and we were losing light so it was heads
down until we finally reached the carpark (and Lyndell’s pop up café) after 6 hours and 5 minutes.
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There’s an old saying “when the going gets tough, the tough get
going” …………………and so it came to be that the “Tenacious
Ten” triumphed over difficult conditions during this walk. Gold
medals all round team – well done. Present were Louis S (driver
and beacon carrier), non-member Wayne (driver) – these two
were carrying full packs because they were training for their
European adventure – Denise (reserve driver), Shirley O, Jan G
(official photographer), Christine M, Peter T (the only participant
from Glen Eden), Ralph L and Lyndell L (pikelet maker
extraordinaire).

Advance Notices
Great Barrier Island - Aotea Track

3-5 November

Enjoy some Spring backpacking on Great Barrier Island. The Aotea track traverses spectacular landscapes and offers
stunning views.
Friday
- Fly to Great Barrier – Walk via Hot Springs or Windy Canyon
to Mt Heale Hut 3-3.5hrs
Saturday - Kaiaraara Hut via Mt Hobson 3hrs plus optional side trip to
Coopers Castle
Sunday - Whangaparapara Road 4hrs – Fly back to Auckland
Costs
Flights $178
Huts

$30 (bookable)

Shuttles $20-$30 depending on numbers
Please contact Christine christine.major@clear.net.nzph 3784404 or 0211095750

Labour Weekend 20-23 October Leader Bruce Fletcher
We are thinking of organising a trip to take in the recently completed Twin Coast Cycle Trail. This would take the form
of 3 day-return trips which would be done as follows.
1: Opua – Kawakawa – Otiria return
2: Otiria – Kaikohe return
3: Kaikohe – Okaihau return
Accommodation: This would be at the Beachside Holiday Park near
Paihia. They have Tourist Flats available at $100/night with 1 double
bed and 2 singles. Tenting option is also available if you wish.
The trip would also be suitable for those who would like to go tramping.
If there is sufficient interest, we are prepared to book accommodation,
the sooner the better.
If you are interested, please contact Bruce on 522-6982 or fletchermb@xtra.co.nz
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Change to our Membership list –
Marie Holden was listed as a Member in error, she has not re-joined.

Items of Interest

THE BAY OF ISLANDS WALKING WEEKEND 29 SEPTEMBER - 1 OCTOBER 2017
Based in Russell, the walking weekend has a choice of 18 walks – from a Cultural History tour around the Russell
Village to an Island Ramble – heading out on the famous R. Tucker Thompson to Otehei Bay.
Accommodation is available at Russell- Orongo Bay Holiday Park, surrounded by 14 acres of native bush and bird
life.
Your whole group can kick back in our spacious Lodge Kitchen and Lounge in front of a roaring log fire, discuss the
days adventuring and meet other like minded people.
And why not spoil yourself (or your tired feet) with a massage with our expert therapist, who will come to your very
cabin! - booking essential.
We are now offering a 10% discount for 3 night stays over the Walking Weekend - call us on 09 403 7704 to book!
Check out the websites below to learn more:
From: Russell - Orongo Bay Holiday Park <stay@russellaccommodation.co.nz>
Daytime Contact Number: 094037704
http://russellaccommodation.co.nz/
http://boiwalkingweekend.co.nz/
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The Committee including non- committee Assistants( last four).

Peter Tuohy

President

828 3274

tait@slingshot.co.nz

Jill Engle

Secretary

626 4325

jengle23a@vodafone.co.nz

Lynne Flood

Treasurer

622 0436

floods@ihug.co.nz

Louis Allerby

Vice President/Editor

827 9047

louall@xtra.co.nz

Louis Segedin

Trip Coordinator

817 6478

louissegedin55@gmail.com

Jim Daley

Trip Coordinator Assistant

0272956052

james.daley@hotmail.co.nz

John Miller

622 0436

jmiller1954@gmail.com

Shirley Bulog

Marketing and
New Members
Club night speakers

810 9303

sbulog@hotmail.com

Chris Green

Newsletter printing

838 5888

cogreen@actrix.co.nz

Joy Prebble

Supper Host

813 5330

joyprebble@xtra.co.nz

Geoff Yates

Committee Member

8108456

Tom Wood

Locator Beacon holder

815 5795

trwood@xtra.co.nz

Mark Vazey

Gear Steward

8271552

vazey@xtra.co.nz

Miriam Harwood

Overdue parties

8189314

m007harwood@gmail.com

Christine Major

Webmaster

3784404

christine.major@clear.net.nz
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